Let V be an algebraic variety defined over a field k. If K is the rational function field of V, then V is called a model of K/k, and the local ring of a point of V is a locality of V. Let L(K/k) be the set of discrete valuation rings
A divisor of K/k is by definition a map w: L(K/k) -• Z U {+00} such that w~x(Z -{0}) C\L(V) is a finite set for one (therefore for any) model V of K/k; w is called absolute if w(L(K/k)) Ç Z; it is called effective (denoted by w > 0) if w(R) > 0 for all R G L(K/k). For any u G K we define the principal divisor (u)x/k of K/k by (u)K/k{R) = VR(U) f°r a U R € L(K/k), where VR is the normalized discrete valuation of K/k determined by R G L(K/k).
The divisors of K/k form an abelian semigroup under pointwise addition. Two divisors w and w' of K/k are linearly equivalent (notation: w ~ w') if w = w' + {u) K / k for some uE K.
Let V be a model of K/k. We define two divisors Sy and Ty of L(K/k) by the following rules:
If w is a divisor of K/k we define Let T(K/k) be the set of pairs (R, R') of regular localities of K/k such that R dominates R' C R and krulldimjR = 1. Any absolute divisor w of K/k determines a map r w :
where u is a local function of w at /£' (i.e. VR»(U) = w(R") for any #" € L (spec (#'))). We call r w the ramification index of K/k determined by w.
An absolute divisor w of üC/fc is called proper birationally invariant if for any {R,R') G T(K/k) we have r w (R,R') > krulldimiî' -1.
Given any dominating pair (R, R') of regular local rings such that krulldim J R = l and the quotient field of R is a finite separable extension of the quotient field of .R', we introduce two invariants of (R,R'):
..,te r ) is a minimal basis of the maximal ideal of R'}.
The integers r(R^R') and e(R,R') are called the ramification index and the reduced ramification index of (JR, R') respectively.
In case that krulldim R' = 1 we have r(R, R') > e(R, R') -1 by the main theorem of ramification theory of algebraic number theory due to Dedekind. In [3] we proved that this is true in general, i.e.,
(see [4] for an application of this formula). Now back to our birational situation. We have the following theorem. To simplify notations we write w' for wy and w" for (wy)xFor any P G L(K/k) let R' be the local ring of the center P of VR on X. Then P G sup 2} if and only if JR ÇÉ L(V). Let (ui,..., u r ) be a minimal basis of the maximal ideal of R' such that, if P G sup JD, (wi,... ,t/t) is a set of local equations of the divisor D at P for some 1 < t < r. Write a = t/i • • • u r and 6 = t*i • • • t*t (if JR G L(V) we let 6 = 1). Let u' be a local function of w &tR'. Now suppose m = wX 1 f ) and B -P fi k is a finite set. If P G L(K/k) we proved in [2] that PdP is an P-free module and there exists a fc'-differential basis B R of K/k such that dB R is an P-free basis for RdR\ B R is called a set of fc'-uniformizing coordinates of P.
THEOREM 1.1. If w is a proper birationally invariant divisor of K/k, then r w {R,R') > r(R,R') > e(R,R') -1 for any (R,R') € T(K/k).

We shall fix a polynomial ring
A -©°^0 M = K[X] in one variable X over K. For any divisor w of K/k and m = uX % G Ai we let w(m) = {U)K/1C + i w ( we assume 0 • (+oo) = + oo); put Ci(w) = {m G Ai | w(m) > 0}, C(w) = ®^0 Ci{w), Z{w) = QC{w) D K where QC(w) is
€ Ci(w"). We have to prove that m € Ci(w'), i.e., ^/(m)( J R) > 0 for any P G L(K/k). For any P" € L(spec(P0) we have w"(m)(P") = v R n(u(u f bY) > 0, which implies that u(u'bY eftR" = R' Q R-
For any two fc'-differential bases P, B' of K/k one can define an element J(P,P') G if, uniquely determined by (P, P') up to a factor in the algebraic closure fc of fc in K, such that, if P, P' are two sets of fc'-uniformizing coordinates for some P G L(üC/fc), then J(B,B f ) is an invertible element of P.
For any fc'-differential basis P of üC/fc we define the divisor (P) of K/k by (P)(P) = v R (J(B,B R ) ), where P# is a set of fc'-uniformizing coordinates of P.
If k" is another perfect subfield of k and B" a /^''-differential basis of K/k, then one can show that (B) and (B") are linearly equivalent. Any divisor of K/k which is linearly equivalent to (B) is called a canonical divisor of K/k. We summarize the main properties of the canonical divisors of K/k in the following theorem. is 1. According to [5] , the genus g of an inseparable algebraic function field of one variable of characteristic p > 0 satisfies the relation 2g > p(p -3) + 2. In our case g = 1 and p ^ 2,3. It is immediate that K/Z(K/k) must be a separably generated extension, hence a regular extension.
